Appendix 1. List of Participants

The following is a list of participants that attended the meeting and the organizations they represent.

**Stakeholders**
1. Alfredo Bertolotti, *Power Workers’ Union (PWU)*
2. Bohdan Dumka, *Society of Energy Professionals*
3. Brady Yauch, *Energy Probe*
4. David MacIntosh, *Energy Probe*
5. Emma Blanchard, *Canadian Manufactures & Exporters (CME)*
6. Harold Thieson, *Ontario Energy Board (OEB)*
7. Hulya Sayyan, *Enbridge*
8. Ian White, *Federation of Ontario Cottagers’ Associations (FOCA)*
10. Julie Girvan, *Consumers Council of Canada (CCC)*
11. Lindsey Arsenneau, *Ontario Power Generation (OPG)*
12. Mark Garner, *Vulnerable Energy Consumers Coalition (VECC)*
13. Randy Pugh, *Ontario Power Generation (OPG)*
15. Roger Higgins, *Energy Probe*
18. Wayne Clark, *Association of Major Power Consumers of Ontario (AMPCO)*

**Hydro One Networks Inc. & Consultants**
1. Alex Zbarcea, *HONI*
2. Allan Cowan, *HONI*
3. Erin Henderson, *HONI*
4. Ian Malpass, *HONI*
5. Lisa Lee, *HONI*
6. Maxine Cooper, *HONI*
7. Ben Grunfeld, *Navigant (Presenter)*
8. Ken Buckstaff, *First Quartile Consulting (Presenter)*
9. Larry Gelbien, *Navigant*
10. Melissa Chan, *Navigant*
11. Steve Fenrick, *Power Systems Engineering (Presenter)*
12. William Porter, *CN Utility (Presenter)*

**Swerhun Facilitation**
1. Bianca Wylie, *Facilitator*
2. Matthew Wheatley, *Note taker*